In the Bio-medical 
INTRODUCTION
Image processing involves changing the nature of the images in order to improve the pictorial representation for human interception. In that, image segmentation plays a vital role for further analysis. It involves subdividing an image into constituent parts or isolating certain parts of image. Image segmentation is an valuable tool in many areas which includes industry, health care, radio astronomy, and some other fields too. Segmentation is perfect in a very modest idea. The principal goal of the segmentation process is to partition an image into regions that are homogeneous with respect to one or more characteristics and features. Several methods and approaches are introduced into the area of segmentation, among them a well-known method is watershed algorithm. We can use this algorithm in various fields of life for segmentation of images where we have tried to segment medical images. Medical image segmentation is a very important field for the medical science. In this paper we discussed about the nucleusto-cytoplasm ratio for the analysis abnormality in the human skin. These processes are done by following two major steps viz,
The collection of specimens involves the imaging using microscopic methods with penetration depth in the ranges of micro or even in nano meter called Virtual Biopsy. More the penetration depth, more the accuracy is obtained. Microscopy based on higher order harmonic generated images will help a lot in early diagnosis. Microscopes are essential research tools in biology and medicine. Recently the microscopy images obtained using optical microscopy, which can produce high contrast and high resolution images with the help of laser light source. The ratio between the volume of the Nuclei and the volume of Cytoplasm in the region of interest is said to be NC Ratio. With the value of the NC ratio obtained from the virtual biopsy, the malignancy can be detected in accordance with the knowledge of the dermatologists. 
CELL SEGMENTATION

Nuclei Segmentation
To specify the nuclei part among the components of the cell. The contextual information of image pixels are obtained by using watershed transform, which is to identify the region minima i.e. nuclei region. Using the gradient map, the boundaries of the nuclei is extracted. For effective horizontal, vertical and positive, negatively sloped diagonal direction, Sobel operator and Roberts gradient operators are employed. This segmentation is a crucial process in forthcoming stages. When interested objects in an image are delimited by intensity discontinuities, to locate the object, intensity gradient based on edges are used. By considering the multiscale image gradient properties, scale based gradient watershed regions are build. The magnitude of gradient intensity minima image occurs within the centre of homogeneous regions in the original image. With increased blurring, the separating edges of homogeneous regions are removed.
Watershed Transform
Marker-Controlled Strategy
In the process of nuclei Initiation, while applying this watershed segmentation algorithm to an image, over segmentation occurs due to the local irregularities in the image. 
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This over segmentation can be avoided by using various markers.
Internal Markers:
The group of pixels within the region where the potential nuclei is to be segmented. These markers guide the algorithm to fit the size and shape of the nuclei.
External Markers:
The group of pixels relative to the cellboundary. Over-flooding can prevented by these external markers.
Nuclei Initialization
The objective is to obtain the required nuclei with its appropriate cell boundary by Blob detection. Internal markers need to meet some criteria viz, Higher intensity pixels must surround the internal marker region.
Internal marker region pixels must be connected with homogeneous intensity. For marker determination in this nuclei initiation process, of course, the help of medical expert is needed.
Blob Detection
In order to extract the interested structures with appropriate scale and spatial information, the original image is spanned into multi-scale representation. Using Hessian matrix, the locality information and scale-space derivatives are obtained. Usually the nuclei are surrounded by enough cytoplasm which is outliers. So those are removed by using local constraints with respect to the blob size.
Distance Transform
The external marker approximately gives the boundary of the cell for marker mapping strategy. The segmented nuclei region need fairly away from the external markers. i.e. Euclidean distance which depicts a useful illustration in the cell segmentation area.
Morphological Image Processing
With these marker mapping strategy and their boundaries, a filter is designed to remove the unwanted minima region and to over-come the over-segmentation issue of watershed transform. This morphological processing can be done by following basic operators including Dilation, Erosion, Opening and Closing etc. The purpose of the Dilation is to expand the shapes and Filling the gaps, holes and gulfs. Meanwhile, Erosion involves in shrinking the shapes and removing the bridges and branches etc. Whereas, Opening and Closing is the compound operation of erosion followed by dilation and vice versa respectively.
In morphological processing, minima imposition is to limit the minima region for the location of marker mapping pixels.
Nuclei Validation
The watersheds of the gradient map filter is calculated by transform to make sure the nuclei segmented accurately. Irregularities associated with cancer cells called compactness.
A basic property states cell shapes are nearly circular or elliptical with higher compactness.
Cytoplasm Segmentation
Cytoplasms are the major constituents which surrounds the nucleus. The convergence index filter is used for microscopic images with some unpredicted noise. For the initialization of the index filter, there may be no need of algorithmic technical assistance; instead knowing of some basic biomedical image information is more than enough. Cell shape and its nuclei are all convex region. Cytoplasm and Nuclei are round about concentric.
The above are some assumptions for convergence index filter. The degree of convergence depicts the role of gradient vectors of interested pixel.
Cytoplasm Initiation
For initiation, two constraints Rmin and Rmax (minimum & maximum distance between inner and outer boundary ) have to determined for the shape and position of applicable nuclei. These constraints not only evade the overlapping but also resolve adjacent cell segmentation problem. If the two constraints are defined, with the help of local filter the corresponding regions are detected.
Evaluation
The cell size and NC ratio are indicators of malignancy in the skin. This evaluation may be given in accordance with the dermatologist for effective result. This cell segmentation based on microscopic imaging technique not only enhances the speed but also results efficiently.
CONCLUSIONS
With this enhanced processing speed and very less computation time, it is easy to diagnose the skin abnormalities like cancer or any other cytological malignancy. The NC ratio analysis by this methodology is quite robust than manual approach.
